thiel audio model 04a

I inherited a pair of original Thiel 04a speakers. The drivers need to be re foamed as you can see by the photo. I have an
email out to thiel audio.LIMITED WARRANTY Thiel audio products warrants every THIEL model 04 system against
defects in material and workmanship to the original owner for a.Results 1 - 50 Valuation Report for Used 04A Speaker
by Thiel Audio (Specs: Walnut & Oak) Description: Birdseye Maple Model, Sold as pair. Speaker Type.Hello everyone,
I was recently given a pair of Thiel model 04 speakers. These speakers are the similar to the model a, the only real.Used
Thiel 04 for sale on + second hand hifi sites & shops. Use Hifi Shark to monitor Vintage Thiel Model 04 Loudspeakers
Canada Canuck Audio Mart.Hello guys. I am fairly new to the audio world I have basically just started. A friend gave
me a set of Thiel speakers he picked up at a garage.Get the Audioholics AV Gear Guide Ebook FREE! wolfionline.com
wolfionline.com SVS Sound Subwoofers Experience the Martin Logan Montis.Thiel speaker is once a legend. The
founder built them in small quality and fine tune the sound himself till it is not only good, but great before.Hey Cats, As
some of you know I'm also an avid 2 channel audio guy especially with vinyl so I'm showing off my latest speaker
project.Thiel Model 04A - sold everything else, final sale Photo. Share . Previous Next. Thiel Model 04A - sold
everything else, final sale. US Audio Mart is FREE!.I never heard a pair of Thiels I didn't like the way they sound, but
Thiel customer service is exceptional and they can probably refoam the Stereo Rig: Hales Revelation 3, Musical Fidelity
CD-Pre 24, Forte Model 3 amp.A pair of beautiful Thiel model 04 speakers. From top to bottom there is a tweeter, main
speaker, and a passive radiator. The passives had the.Thiel model 01 bookself speakers, with active equailer, local
pickup only Thiel cs audio file freshly remanufactured speakers. sounds excellent These are.I got the loudspeakers for
free but have never heard them as I don't have equipment to plug them in and the audio store says that plugging.Item:
Thiel CS Floorstanding loudspeakers in upgrade Ebony finish. floorstanding loudspeakers beginning with the historic
Model 04a.7 Sep - 3 min - Uploaded by BIG AZ SPEAKERS Apologize for the incomplete complete video but the
video of the first Speaker gives the gist what.27 Mar - 2 min - Uploaded by Khoa Audio ?? ?? -- Kenji Hosoi KENRICK SOUND 31, views Thiel Founder, Jim.Fuselier Model 3, Thiel 04A, Vandersteen IICs speakers review
"Absolute Sound" Consumer Electronics, Vintage Electronics, Vintage Audio & Video eBay!.
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